Sixth Column Inc. Will Send Pigeons Into Labor Groups

A pair of vigilante-minded lawyers and a former state mental patient have announced the formation of the Sixth Column Inc., a new organization that promotes the violent overthrow of the federal government. The organization, which has already sent a flock of pigeons into several labor groups, is being run by David Allen, a former inmate of the California State Hospital.

The Sixth Column Inc. is modeled after the violent and terrorist activities of the Black Panther Party, which was responsible for numerous bombings and assassinations in the 1960s. The organization's goal is to disrupt the peaceful activities of labor unions and other political groups, and to create chaos and disorder in the United States.

The organization's leaders have promised to send a flock of pigeons into the headquarters of several labor unions, as well as into the office of the President of the United States. They have also threatened to attack several labor leaders and union organizers, and to burn down their homes and offices.

The Sixth Column Inc. is expected to become a major force in the struggle for power in the United States, and is likely to receive support from a number of anti-establishment groups. However, the organization is also likely to attract the attention of law enforcement agencies, who may take steps to prevent its activities.

Bakery Drivers to Hold Annual Picnic At Costaello Stage

They're there again -- the around-the-clock picketing of the Bakery Drivers Local 86. It seems that the drivers are unhappy with their wages and working conditions, and are demanding significant improvements in both areas. The union has threatened to strike if its demands are not met.

The drivers have been picketing for several weeks now, and have caused significant disruption to the operations of the bakery. The driver's union has estimated that the picketing has cost the bakery over $50,000 in lost sales.

The drivers are demanding a $10 per hour wage increase, a reduction in the number of hours they are required to work, and an end to the practice of being fired for minor infractions.

KSTP Unfair to Organized Labor

The drivers' union has accused KSTP of being unfair to organized labor, and has threatened to take legal action if the station does not cease its attacks on the drivers.

The drivers have also threatened to strike if their demands are not met, and have called for support from other labor unions.

FWS Protests Relief to Wallace

The Fish and Wildlife Service has announced that it will not provide relief to the affected area, due to the ongoing protests from the drivers' union.

The Fish and Wildlife Service has received numerous complaints from the drivers' union, and has stated that it will not provide relief until the union's demands are met.

The drivers' union has threatened to strike if the Fish and Wildlife Service does not provide relief, and has called for support from other labor unions.

Purge of “Subversive Elements” From WPA Starts; Blow at Unemployed

The government has begun to crack down on the unemployed, with the purging of “subversive elements” from the Works Progress Administration (WPA). The purge is expected to have a significant impact on the unemployed, many of whom will be forced to leave their jobs.

The purge is part of a larger effort by the government to control the unemployed, and is seen as a way to remove potential troublemakers from the ranks of the unemployed. The government has also announced plans to increase the number of job openings, in order to provide more employment opportunities.

The purge is expected to have a significant impact on the unemployed, many of whom will be forced to leave their jobs. The government has also announced plans to increase the number of job openings, in order to provide more employment opportunities.

1889 Meetings Are Postponed

The general membership meeting of the local, scheduled for July 18, has been postponed until October.

The meeting was expected to draw a large crowd, with many members of the local planning to attend. However, the meeting has been postponed due to a number of factors, including the ongoing protests from the drivers' union.

The meeting will now be held on October 18, at the same location.

264 Stewards Will Meet July 8th

The stewards will meet on July 8th, to discuss their ongoing efforts to improve working conditions for the unemployed.

The stewards have been working with the unemployed for several months, and have made some significant gains. However, they have also faced a number of challenges, including opposition from the government and other labor organizations.

The stewards are expected to discuss their ongoing efforts to improve working conditions for the unemployed, as well as their plans for the future.

KSTP Unfair to Organized Labor

The stewards have accused KSTP of being unfair to organized labor, and have threatened to take legal action if the station does not cease its attacks on the stewards.

The stewards have also threatened to strike if their demands are not met, and have called for support from other labor unions.

Make Minneapolis a Union Town

This is our last Warn - Demand All War Govts Be Given to the Unemployed!

As from your editor
Your use is...
Fresh Workers Win 11-Week Akron Strike

Akron—The 11-week strike of 1,200 workers at the General Tire & Rubber company plant here was settled last Tuesday when the men voted, 241 to 119, to accept a new six-month contract which brings paid vacations and some improvements in working conditions.

Employers with 5 years' service will get one week's vacation with pay and employers with 10 years' service will get two weeks' vacation. Employers with 15 years' service will get a week's vacation and those with 20 years' service will get an extra day's vacation. Guarantees provided in the old contract are included.

The Receded Folder Ball, who is with Minneapolitans, local president of the United Steelworkers of America, said he was glad the workers had agreed to the new contract.

Strikers returned to their jobs yesterday. Wednesday, the men voted on the new contract, which was struck earlier this year.

The new contract also includes a clause that provides for the payment of 50% of the cost of medical and hospital care for all employees.

Unfair Standard Oil Stations Listed by 977

Keep this list of unfair standard stations in your car and report any violations to local agencies.

MINNEHAHA CAFE

4122 S. 12th St.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

WEBB OIL CO.

6500 W. 50th St.

LAKE FOREST, ILL.

WEBB OIL CO.

5250 S. 6th Ave.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN.

YELLOW TAXI CO.

Main 7171

95% Minneapolis Owmed

BLU-E WHITE LIBERTY

Atlantic 3331

Gamble-Rob

Cited

By NLRB

A hearing on the complaint filed by the National Labor Relations Board in the case of the Gamble-Rob-O-Matic Corporation vs. the Minneapolis-Lumber and Lumber Dealers Union, Local 114, has charged that the Gamble-Rob-O-Matic Corporation, in that city that has interchanged and or engaged in employment in the same manner as the respondent, is engaged inrinting with the London and Grocer's Union, Local 114, during an April 24, 1949, hearing before the board, the corporation dis- charged Carroll Devlin and Ernest Hammonts because they are active in making delivery service.

Pulp Workers
Sign with Rapinwax

A new agreement has been signed by the Pulp & Paper Workers Local Union 239 and the Rapinwax Company, the national paper company, has reported. The agreement provides for a 20% raise for all employees on non-pulp grades and a 15% raise for all employees on pulp grade. The agreement was signed on April 24, 1949, at Rapinwax's factory in Minneapolis.
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A DICTIONARY OF LABOR TERMS

Building Construction Industry

The Farmers and the Workers

Big Shot Boss Flays Peacemongers

On the National Picket Line

DAVINGTON — By Higgins

A soldier who refuses to join in the rebellion and march on a picket-line in the interests of the BOSSES.

The chinstrap

The last word

by Mickey Dunn

A Touch of the Truth

by R. S.

Keeping Step With 544

by R. S.

United Mine Workers’ Strike

— July 4, 1949
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